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RE-RELEASED STATIC MODELS
12010 1/12 Datsun 240ZG
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Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 6 units
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Image shows prototype

The Fairlady Z was a much discussed two-seater, open top sports car and was first released in October
1969. Under the long nose hood and its two-seater coupe style body was a L20 straight six-cylinder 2.0
liter engine and a 4-wheel independent suspension setup which provided it with its sporty performance.
For the American market, the 240Z was equipped with a 2.4 liter engine which was also the favored
engine for teams who entered the car in motor sport events. In November 1971, 240Z came equipped
with a long nose hood called the G nose and a bolt-on type front and rear over fenders. This version of
the 240Z was known as the Datsun 240ZG and was very popular with the automobile fans.
About the Model
-This is a 1/12 plastic assembly kit of the Datsun 240ZG.
-32 years after its original first release in 1973, the Datsun made its way back to the very popular 1/12
Big Scale Racing Car Series in 2005.
-The dynamic style of the car has been precisely reproduced.
-Length: 355mm.
-Features of the L20 engine have been richly remodeled.
-Hood, doors, and rear hatch are operable even after assembly.
-Rack & pinion arrangement enables the front wheels linked with the steering wheel to move.
-Tires are realistically depicted with semi-pneumatic rubber.

Coming Soon!
February, 2011
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STATIC MODELS
14120 1/12 Yamaha YZR-M1 ‘09 Fiat Yamaha Team (Estoril Edition)L
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Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 24 units
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Image shows actual vehicles

The Portuguese 2009 Moto GP saw Fiat Yamaha Team riders Valentino Rossi and Jorge Lorenzo race
specially colored YZR-M1s as a means for Fiat to promote the release of their new car, the Punto Evo.
The race ended up being a successful weekend for the Fiat Yamaha team as Jorge Lorenzo went on to
comfortably take the win.
About the Model
-This is a 1/12 scale plastic assembly kit model.
-Length: 172mm, Width: 56mm.
-Features of the 2009 bike, including the 800cc inline 4-cylinder engine, frame, and suspension, are
accurately reproduced.
-Front and rear slick tires are made with solid synthetic rubber for enhanced realism.
-Small screws enable detachment of cowling parts even after assembly.
-Masking stickers are included to make painting a breeze.
-High-quality Cartograf decals are included to depict both No.46 and No.99 machines.
-Vinyl tubing depict throttle, clutch, and brake cables.
-Fuel tank fairing can also be detached.
-A tank pad sheet is also included to allow you to faithfully depict Jorge Lorenzo's machine.
-Racing stand included.
-Separately available Valentino Rossi Figure (High-Speed Racing) (Item 14118) can be posed on the
bike to depict a dynamic cornering stance.
-Provide greater realism to your model with separately available
Yamaha YZR-M1 '09 Front Fork Set (Item 16363)

Image shows packaging artwork for Item 14118

Coming Soon!
February, 2011

RE-RELEASED STATIC MODELS
16001 1/6 Honda Dream CB750 Four
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 6 units

16004 1/6 Honda CB750 Police Type
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 6 units
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20065 1/20 Team Lotus Type 78 1977 (w/Photo-Etched Parts)
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units

Image shows drawing

Lotus has brought a number of innovations to F1 racing since they entered their first race in 1958. The
introduction of ground effect cars, the result of their aerodynamics research, was one of the highlights.
In 1977, Lotus introduced the Type 78 (base model for the Type 79) which had a slim monocoque
chassis and wide side pontoons with undersurfaces like inverted aircraft wings. Airflow beneath the
side pontoons thus enabled the body to generate downforce for stronger traction and faster cornering
speeds. Mario Andretti and Gunnar Nilsson drove the car in the 1977 season, and despite early season
troubles, they went on to take 4 and 1 wins respectively to prove the car's potential.
About the Model
-This is a 1/20 scale highly detailed plastic assembly model kit.
-Length: 225mm, Width: 102mm.
-The low profile, sharp form of the Lotus has been faithfully reproduced.
-Body cowlings may be removed to showcase the detailed cockpit and engine.
-The inverted aircraft wing-shaped undersurfaces of the side pontoons are precisely reproduced.
-Mechanical aspects of the Lotus including the DFV engine, transmission, and suspension has been
remodeled in rich detail.
-Decals to depict both No.5 and No.6 cars seen at the British GP included.
-Side mirror surfaces and instrument panel depicted with metal transfers.
-Parts suchs as brake-discs, radiator, rear wing stay are depicted with
Photo-etched parts.
-The tire profile seen on the Lotus during the 1977 F1 season has been
faithfully replicated.
-Add greater realism to your model with Item 1/20 12637 Seatbelt A.
Image shows included Photo-etched parts.

Coming Soon!
February, 2011

24027 1/24 Renault 5 Turbo Rally
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Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units

Image shows original item
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In 1975, Renault made an announcement to enter the World Rally Championship with a new machine
based on their best selling Renault 5. Powering the machine was a 250hp 4-cylinder OHV 1397cc
turbo-charged engine which was mid-mounted for optimized weight distribution. Double wishbone
suspension featured front torsion bar springs and rear coil springs setup to allow for superb off-road
performance. In October 1979, the machine made its race debut at the Giro d’Italia and the following
year saw it make WRC debut at the Tour de Corse. At the opening round of the 1981 WRC season, the
Monte Carlo Rally saw the Renault demonstrate its great potential to claim the first victory.
About the Model
-This is a 1/24 scale plastic assembly model kit.
-The Renault 5's form has been faithfully reproduced.
-Cockpit area features a realistic finish.
-Synthetic rubber slick tires provide the model with greater realism.
-Top quality decals included.

Coming Soon!
February, 2011
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24319 1/24 Lexus LFA
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 12 units

Image shows actual vehicle

Limited to only 500 units worldwide and coming at a bargain price of US$375,000 is Toyota’s exotic
sports car the Lexus LFA. Developed with the aim of creating a world-class supercar, the ultraexclusive Lexus LFA is infused with the latest automotive technologies. It features a 4.8-liter V10
engine, a chassis equipped with a rear transaxle, an interior which incorporates carbon fiber, and a
sleek aerodynamic body. The owners of the 500 LFAs that will be produced will also experience the
scintillating specially-tuned engine sounds.
About the Model
-This is a 1/24 scale plastic assembly model kit.
-Length: 188mm, Width: 85mm.
-The sleek, aerodynamic body design has been accurately reproduced.
-The front hood is openable even after assembly.
-The Lexus LFA’s motor has been accurately reproduced in rich detail.
-The interior and dashboard are faithfully reproduced.
-Model may be assembled with the rear wing in either deployed or
retracted states. Magnets enable wing parts to be interchanged.
-Side mirror surfaces and the model’s emblems are depicted with metal transfers.
-The light cases are depicted with gloss metal-plated parts for added realism.
-Wheels feature mat metal-plated finish for a sharp finish.
-The front grille and meshe parts are depicted with photo-etched parts.
-Tires are realistically reproduced with synthetic rubber.

Coming Soon!
February, 2011
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89652 1/24 Volkswagen Karmann-Ghia Coupe 1966 Model
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units
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89654 1/24 Citroen 2CV
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units

89655 1/24 Fiat 500F
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units
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89675 1/24 Fiat Abarth 695SS
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units
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89676 1/24 Alpine A110 1600SC
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units
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89677 1/24 Alfa Romeo Giulia Sprint GTA
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units
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STATIC MODELS
32570 1/48 Panzer II A/B/C (French Campaign)
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units
Image shows boxart.

In the mid 1930s, the German military pushed the production of tanks. The Panzer I designed as a
training tank, did not have the adequate performance, so a light tank was needed to full the gap until
the Panzer III could be introduced. Therefore, the German Ordnance Department issued a request for a
new training tank that could be used for combat. In the end, MAN was chosen in 1934 to produce the
Panzer II, a compact 4.8m long, 2.2m wide design with a three man crew. The 8.9 ton tank featured a
2cm Kwk 30 L/55 cannon and 7.92mm machine gun in the turret, 15mm armor protection for turret
and hull front, leaf spring suspension, and a 140hp Maybach HL 62 TRM engine matched with a
ZF SSG46 transmission, which gave it a 40km/h top speed. The Ausf. A was produced from 1937,
followed by the Ausf. B and C, which were difficult to distinguish from each other visually. About
1,100 Panzer tanks were produced by April 1940, and due to delays with the Panzer III, they were
immediately issued as the Panzer divisions’ main tank for the invasion of Poland in September 1939.
Based on lessons learned on the battlefields of Poland and, in May 1940, France, improvements such
as extra armor and a turret cupola were added, and the Panzer II went on to serve in North Africa and
Russia in frontline and liaison and reconnaissance duties until the end of 1943. Afterwards, they were
used to police occupied territories and the chassis was also adapted for use as the basis for various selfpropelled gun designs.
About the Model
-This is a 1/48 scale plastic assembly model kit.
-Supplemental armor plate parts can be installed in the same manner as the actual tank.
-Various hatches throughout the tank are separately molded, and armor panels are included to
accurately recreate the different variants.
-Assembly type tracks with one-piece straight sections included.
-Comes with a commander figure and three kinds of markings.
-Display the Panzer II with other 1/48 scale models such as Item 32530 WWII German Infantry on
Manuevers and Item 32534 6x4 Truck Krupp Protze (Kfz.70) for an early WWII diorama.

Coming Soon!
February, 2011

35107 1/35 M113A1 Fire Support Vehicle
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units
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35113 1/35 German Sd.Kfz.250/3 Grief
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 48 units
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35148 1/35 German 8 Ton Semi Track Sd.Kfz.7
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 24 unit
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RE-RELEASED STATIC MODELS
35140 1/35 U.S. M60A3 105mm Gun Tank
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 24 units
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STATIC MODELS
35312 1/35 U.S. Howitzer Motor Carriage M8 “Awaiting Orders” Set
(w/3 Figures)
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units
Image shows prototypes

During WWII, the first American fully tracked Self Propelled Howitzer was the M8. It used the chassis of the
M5 and had an open topped turret which was armed with a 75mm Howitzer and 12.7cm M2 machine gun. From
September 1942 to January 1944, approximately 1,800 units were produced with the first M8 seeing action from
mid 1943. They were seen used at the Italian and North West European fronts as well as the Pacific Theater for
fire support duties. Even after WWII, the M8 could be seen in service with the French army during the Indochina
Wars.
About the Model
-31 years since its original release, Tamiya is proud to re-release the 1/35 scale plastic assembly model kit of the
U.S. Howitzer Motor Carriage M8.
-Length: 125mm.
-Features of the tank including the open top gun turret's interior, main gun loading section, gun sight, and the
crewmen's seats etc are faithfully reproduced.
-Set comes with three figures in realistic poses.
-Decals included.
-Displaying this kit on its own or combining it with other 1/35 scale Allied or even German model kits would be
enjoyable.
Related Products

Item 35192
U.S. Army Assault Infantry Set

Item 35200
German Self-Propelled Howitzer "Wespe"

Coming Soon!
February, 2011
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35313 1/35 U.S. Light Tank M5A1 “Pursuit Operation” Set (w/4 Figures)
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 36 units

Image shows prototypes

Image shows actual machine

The M5A1 light tank which was developed from the M3 Stuart light tank was put into production
from January 1943. It was powered by twin four-stroke V8 300hp Cadillac gasoline engines which
enabled a top speed of 58km/h. It came armed with a 37mm main gun and two 7.92mm machine guns
and featured additional armor plating on the turret’s right side to protect the anti-aircraft machine gun.
Approximately 6,800 units were produced and were mainly used in reconnaissance roles at the Italian
and North West European Fronts.
About the Model
-33 years since its original release, Tamiya is proud to re-release this 1/35 scale plastic assembly model
kit of the U.S. Light Tank M5A1.
-Features of the tank including the turret and the hull’s welded and bolted parts are accurately
reproduced for a sharp finish.
-Hedgerow cutters which were attached to the tank's front seen at the Normandy invasion are included.
-Kit includes one figure using the anti-aircraft gun and a three-man mortar team. (Total 4pcs.)
-Package shows revised artwork showing the additional three-man mortar team.
Related Product

Item 35042
1/35 U.S. Light Tank M3 Stuart

Coming Soon!
February, 2011
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35314 1/35 German Africa Corps Infantry Set
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 80 units
Image shows prototype

About the Model
-This is a 1/35 scale plastic assembly model set which depicts WWII German Afrika Korps soldiers.
-Set includes 5 figures.
-The figures feature realistic frontline poses such as the commander figure holding a Luger P03 pistol
urging his unit forward, a NCO armed with a MP40 sub machine gun, a soldier kneeling and aiming
his Kr98k rifle, a MG34 machine gunner, and his loader carrying an ammunition case.
-Each figure is depicted wearing tropical uniforms with the commander figure also wearing lace-up
tropical canvas boots.
Related Items

Item 35227
1/35 German Tiger I
Initial Production

Item 35286
1/35 German Armored Car
Sd.Kfz.222
"North African Campaign"

Item 35297
1/35 German 8-Wheeled Heavy
Armored Car Sd.Kfz.232
"Africa-Corps

Coming Soon!
February, 2011
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35317 1/35 German 6x4 Truck Krupp Protze w/Three Figures )
Availability: May'11
Quantity Per Carton: TBA units
Image shows prototype

Supporting the German army's mechanized Blitzkrieg during the early stages of WWII was the 6X4
Krupp Protze light truck. Popularly known as the "boxer" due to its air-cooled flat-4 engine, this
vehicle provided valuable support for the rapidly moving army by towing artillery pieces and carrying
troops and supplies. It's unique sloped engine cover offered excellent forward visibility and the truck
was well-liked for its reliability and ease of maintenance.
About the Model
-This is a 1/35 scale plastic assembly model kit.
-Length: 145mm
-The suspension, rear cargo area, and interior have been finished in rich detail.
-Separately molded accessory parts including MG34 with flak tripod, anti-tank rifle Pz.B.39 and an
assortment of tools are included to provide the model with extra details.
-Includes 3 figures and markings to depict three different vehicles included.
Related Items

Item 35281
German Sturmgeschutz III
Ausf.B

Item 35268
Item 35270
German Armored Car Sd.Kfz.223 Sd.Kfz.222 w/Photo Etched Parts
w/Photo Etched Parts

Coming Soon!
February, 2011
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35319 1/35 U.S. Tank T26E4 "Super Pershing" (Pre-Production)
Availability: April'11
Quantity Per Carton: 24 units
Image shows actual vehicle

During the final stages of World War II, the long awaited successor of the U.S. M4 Sherman tank
finally appeared. Designed to stand up against the heaviest of German tanks and named after General
John Pershing, who led American forces during WWI, the M26 Pershing saw limited service with
the American army as they advanced into Germany. In an effort to improve the M26’s armament, test
models were put into production. One of these experimental pre-production models was designated
T26E4 and came equipped with a long-barreled 90mm T15E2 gun which used separated type
ammunition and had an elevation range of -10 to +20 degrees. Due to the length of the 90mm gun, the
tank was equipped with a new traveling lock.
*For more detailed information regarding this tank, please refer to the cover story which will be
included with the model.
About the Model
-This is a 1/35 scale plastic assembly kit of the test model T26E4 Pershing tanks.
-Turret with the imposing long barrelled 90mm gun has been faithfully reproduced in rich detail.
-New features of the model include a counterweight placed at the rear of the turret and an extended
travel lock.
-Crew hatches can be assembled in either open or closed positions.
-Hull and turret feature a realistic cast iron texture.
-The T26E4's suspension is realistically reproduced and is also moveable.
-Decals included.

Coming Soon!
February, 2011

60025 1/100 Boeing B-52D Stratofortress
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 12 units

Image shows drawing
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60321 1/32 Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XVIe
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 6 units

Image shows prototype

The Supermarine Spitfire was designed by R.J. Mitchell and its distinctive sihouette makes it one of
the most widely-recognized fighters of WWII. Famous for its exploits during the Battle of Britain,
the Spitfire continued to evolve to counter newer Axis aircraft. As a result of this evolution, numerous
variants of the Spitfire were born and served with distinction in the RAF as well as the air forces of
many other countries until well after the end of WWII.
The Spitfire Mk.XVI was almost identical to the Mk.IX in nearly all aspects except that most were
powered by a Packard-built Merlin 266 engine which had taller dimensions than the Rolls Royce 66
engine and featured a bubble canopy with a "low back" fuselage. Other new structural changes saw
the Mk.XVI equipped with a larger 96 gallon main fuel tank, as well as two additional fuel tanks
installed at the rear of the fuselage and a larger oil sump to allow it to fly longer distances. Mk.XVIes
were mainly used in ground-attack roles and came with the "E" armament configuration of two 20mm
cannons and two 12.7mm Browning machine guns. Also, as concrete tarmacs became more common as
the war progressed, changes to the camber angle of the Spitfire's landing gears were made to make for
more efficient landings and take-offs. With the changes made to the new gun and cannon positioning,
ammunition ejection ports, and the landing gear design, the wings featured new bulges compared to the
Mk.IX. The Mk.XVIe, served with distinction throughout Europe for the latter half of the war.

Coming Soon!
February, 2011
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60321 1/32 Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XVIe continued.
A.

B.

C.
E.

D.
About New Sprues
A. Fuselage parts
B. Gun & cannon parts
C. Cockpit parts
D. Engine parts
E. Canopy parts
Image shows newly designed sprue parts

About the Model
- This is a 1/32 scale assembly kit of the Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XVIe.
- This is the first 1/32 scale Spitfire Mk.XVIe full injection kit model.
- Challenging model production technology limits, the engine cowlings have an amazing 0.4mm
thickness to allow for a fully accurate scale representation of the engine. These cowlings can be
installed and removed thanks to small magnets.
- The E Wing with its two 20mm cannons and two 12.7mm Browning machine guns is faithfully
reproduced.
- The details of the Packard Motor built Merlin 266 engine, including oil tanks and supercharger, have
been faithfully remodelled.
- Movable elevators, rudder, and ailerons. Flaps can be depicted in up or down position.
- Landing gear parts included to depict either up or down position (interchangeable).
- Complicated frame configuration of the cockpit features realistic bulkheads and frames.
- Photo-etched parts to depict details such as wheel covers, cockpit area including instrument panel
and seatbelts with or without pilot included.
- 1 seated and 1 standing pilot figures are included.
- Three kinds of markings included.
- Also included is a display stand which enables you to depict the plane in flight.
- A variety of Tamiya AS and XF paints are separately available for the perfect paint job.

Coming Soon!
February, 2011
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60321 1/32 Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XVIe continued.
B.

A.

C.

E.
D.

F.

Features of the Mk.XVIe
A. Bubble canopy
B. Clipped wings
C. Low back fuselage
D. Cannon and gun positioning &
corresponding bulge
E. Gear well bulge
F. Super-charger on the Packard 266

Coming Soon!
February, 2011

87126 Weathering Master G Set (For Figures I)
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Image shows prototype color palatte

Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 72 units

87127 Weathering Master H Set (For Figures II)
Availability: March'11
Quantity Per Carton: 72 units

Weathering allows you to add realistic-looking
effects to your models. These new Weathering
Master G & H sets offer you a convenient way
to apply gradation, highlights, and shadowing on
figurine models.
About the Items
-Both sets allow you to apply a more realistic
finish to your figurine models.
-Both Weathering Master G & H sets come in a
pocket sized case with 3 colors.
-A special applicator tool also is included with
each set.

Image shows prototype color palatte

Coming Soon!

February, 2011
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SLOT CARS
19330011 1/24 Slot Car F Body Parts Set
Availability: March'11
Order Unit: 1 unit
19330012 1/24 Slot Car L Body Parts Set
Availability: March'11
Order Unit: 1 unit
19330013 1/24 Slot Car K Body Parts Set
Availability: March'11
Order Unit: 1 unit

Images show finished K, L, & F prototypes from left to right.

The 1960’s saw slot car racing quickly become a very popular hobby. Contributing to the slot car boom
was the high-speed performance of the cars as well as their realistically reproduced 1/24 scale bodies.
These nostalgic bodies are now available again.
About the Items
-Slot Car Body x 1pc.
-Comes in a clear plastic bag.

